4 QHHT Client Stories
I have put a few short stories from our QHHT Client Stories group of sessions that I asked permission
to transcribe into one book, these sessions were not conducted by me personally, they were conducted
by QHHT colleagues. These 4 Short Stories were the only unpublished stories left in the group but
what is in the pipeline is going to be very profound and quite miraculous. I have been shown a way by
Source how to create a story that will not only heal my client but also anyone who reads it who has a
similar ailment. The probabilities and possibilities seem endless when this kind of work is evolving.

These books will be released sometime in 2016 for a small fee to cover server costs. This is a long
term project and we hope to eventually have a library filled with many stories categorized by ailments of
mind and or body that went into spontaneous remission.
In January 2016 we will be releasing audio versions of some of the books so we can include the blind
and those with impaired sight ~ Chris
This appears to be an account of a being that was arranging which planet to incarnate on. It is clear to
me that this being had the ability to traverse time, the physical and contact his future parents to make
sure he had a "get out" plan. These abilities we all have, we just have to go within a little to see the
truth of what we really are.
Understand it or not, what seems closer to the truth is that we are not "out there", we are "in here",
when we go "out there" by first going within, we can go anywhere in the Universes...In Joy
You are limitless
>> QHT = Quantum Healing Hypnosis Therapist (QHHT)
QHT: What can you see?
Client: Nothing
QHT: Nothing? Is it dark?
Client: No
QHT: Is it Light?
Client: Yes
QHT: Is there any colour?
Client: Lots of colour
QHT: What are the colours doing?
Client: Nothing, they're Just sat there.
QHT: What colours are there?
Client: Brown, Pink, White and black.
QHT: How are you feeling?
Client: Alone.
QHT: Alone?
Client: I can see the Earth.
QHT: What the whole Earth?
Client: Yes
QHT: Wow, can you describe that to me?
Client: (laughs) Just, Blue.
QHT: And where are you?
Client: Floating.
QHT: Floating, above the Earth?
Client: Yes.

QHT: What are you floating in?
Client: Nothing.
QHT: Nothing, you're just floating?
Client: Yes.
QHT: Do you have a body?
Client: No.
QHT: How do you feel without a body?
Client: Free.
QHT: You can move anywhere now.
Client: Yes.
QHT: Is there anywhere you feel you need to be?
Client: No.
QHT: Is there anywhere you'd like to be?
Client: No.
QHT: Is there anyone with you?
Client: No.
QHT: How did you get to floating above the Earth?
Client: I don't know... Just appeared.
QHT: What else can you see apart from the Earth & some colours?
Client: Rocks (asteroid belt?) and Stars

QHT: Rocks & stars, are they near to you?
Client: I'm sitting on one.
QHT: What does that feel like?
Client: Cold & Hard.
QHT: What colour is it?
Client: Grey.

QHT: Can you see anything else around you?
Client: No.
QHT: Is it warm or cold?
Client: Cold-ish
QHT: And you don't know how you got there?
Client: No.
QHT: Do you know why you're there?
Client: No, just watching.
QHT: Why are you watching the Earth?
Client: Don't know.
QHT: Do you feel you need to be down there?
Client: (kind of laughs) I've been told!
QHT: You've been told?
Client: (laughs as if not entirely happy) Yeah!
QHT: Who tells you to watch the Earth?
Client: Someone.
QHT: Do you know what you're watching for?
Client: No.
QHT: Anything in particular?
Client: No.
QHT: Do you have to report back?
Client: Don't know.
QHT: How long have you been there watching the Earth?
Client: Not long
QHT: Did anyone watch the Earth before you were there?
Client: I think so.
QHT: And now it's your time?
Client: Yep.
QHT: Do you go down to the Earth?
Client: No.
QHT: Will you in the future?
Client: Probably.
QHT: Do you know who told you to watch the Earth?
Client: Someone else.
QHT: Do you know the person?
Client: Yep.
QHT: Who's the person who told you to watch the Earth?

Client: I don't know his name.
QHT: What does that person do?
Client: Sits in his chair.
QHT: Where's his chair?
Client: On the Ship...
QHT: Are you on the ship?
Client: (emphatically) No.
QHT: Still on the rock?
Client: Yes.
QHT: Will you go back to the ship?
Client: (emphatically) Yes
QHT: Can you describe the person on the ship, or the ship?
Client: It's black.
QHT: What shape is the ship?
Client: Like a black scorpion.
QHT: And where does the ship come from, is it far away from here?
Client: Hmmm, not too far.
QHT: While you're sitting on the rock, where's is the ship?
Client: Behind me.
QHT: Does it stay there while you're observing the Earth?
Client: (emphatically) Yes.
QHT: Are there any other beings on the ship?
Client: The Green Man.
QHT: Just one other person?
Client: Yes.
QHT: Could you describe him for us?
Client: No.
QHT: Is he the one who told you to sit on the rock?
Client: Yes.
QHT: What else is he doing?
Client: Watching.
QHT: What's he watching?
Client: Me.
QHT: Why is he watching you, is it like a test?
Client: I think that's all.
QHT: Can you communicate with him? (Silence) Would you communicate back to the ship?
Client: No.

QHT: No?
Client: (emphatically) Noo.
QHT: You just have to wait there until they pick you back up?
Client: Yes.
QHT: With no communication?
Client: Nope.
QHT: So you can't ask him what else you're meant to be doing apart from watching?
Client: Nope.
QHT: Do you know how long you will have to be there for?
Client: No.
QHT: Can you see the moon?
Client: No.
QHT: Can you see the Sun?
Client: No.
QHT: You're just "focussed" on the Earth?
Client: Yes.
QHT: Let's go back in time to the time when you were back n the ship, what can you see in front of
you?
Client: Buttons.
QHT: Do you know what the buttons do?
Client: Yes.
QHT: Can you fly the ship... Navigate the ship?
Client: I can move the ship.
QHT: How does the ship move?
Client: I don't know.
QHT: Where do you go in the ship?
Client: Agudello (phonetic with an accent)
QHT: Who flies the ship?
Client: The Man.
QHT: Do you know where you're going next?
Client: No.
QHT: Do you know why you were watching the Earth?
Client: No.
QHT: Ask the man, if he knows where you're going next.
Client: We've already moved.
QHT: The ship's moved?
Client: Yes.

QHT: Where is it now?
Client: I'm just seeing a line.
QHT: And what's the line made out of?
Client: Dust, Rocks (Asteroid Belt?)
QHT: You don't get hit by rocks?
Client: No.
QHT: Are you moving fast or slow?
Client: Fast.
QHT: Do you know where you're going?
Client: No.
QHT: Is there anyone around you that you could ask?
Client: No.
QHT: What are you going to be doing when you get there?
Client: Watching.
QHT: Watching somewhere else, another planet?
Client: I don't know, I'm at the Sun.
QHT: Are there planets around that Sun?
Client: (emphatically answers) Yes.
QHT: Do they have Life on them?
Client: Yes.
QHT: Like Earth?
Client: Yes.
QHT: Can you describe the things that are on the other planets?
Client: Bright buildings.
QHT: Bright buildings?
Client: Tall, yes.
QHT: Do you know what they're made from?
Client: No.
QHT: And how they make them?
Client: No.
QHT: Why are you watching these planets?
Client: I don't know.
QHT: Is that what you do.
Client: Yes.
QHT: Do you learn anything from these Planets?
Client: It feels like I'm comparing them.
QHT: Do you know why?

Client: No.
QHT: Do you ever visit any of these planets?
Client: No.
QHT: Can the beings on this planet see your ship.
Client: Yes.
QHT: How big is the ship?
Client: High (or unintelligible word)
QHT: How many people are on the ship do you know?
Client: Just me and the Man.
QHT: Do you store anything else on the ship?
Client: There are other people on the ship.
QHT: And what do they do?
Client: I don't know, I haven't seen them.
QHT: You haven't seen them?
Client: No.
QHT: Do you have a body?
Client: Yes.
QHT: Can you describe your body?
Client: I'm wearing a black suit.
QHT: Do you have anything on your head?
Client: Glass.
QHT: When you were observing the planet, how did you get onto the rock?
Client: You just kind of get there.
QHT: Are you all from the same planet on the ship?
Client: Yes, No!
QHT: No?
Client: No.
QHT: You're working together with others?
Client: People from this planet.
QHT: The planet you're observing at the moment?
Client: Yes.
QHT: Is that your home?
Client: No
QHT: But you're working with them?
Client: Yes.
QHT: What about your home planet?
Client: I don't know it.

QHT: You don't remember?
Client: No.
QHT: How long have you been in the Space-Ship?
Client: Long... I see black things...
QHT: Can you decribe the black things?
Client: Sharp
QHT: What shape are they?
Client: Pointed.
QHT: What are they doing?
Client: They're buildings.
QHT: Are they homes?
Client Yes.
QHT: How about the people that Live on this planet, (question answered now) what do they look like?
Client: They're the same as me.
QHT: Can you describe them?
Client: No.
QHT: The buildings, can you describe them?
Client: All bumpy & sharp
QHT: Do they have any windows?
Client It is a window.
QHT: How many rooms do they have?
Client: It varies.
QHT: How many floors?
Client: The one I'm in has one floor, just the bottom.
QHT: You're in one?
Client: Yes.
QHT: Can you see all around you outside if there's just one whole window?
Client: No.
QHT: What can you see when you look out of the window?
Client: You can't see out.
QHT: You can't see out?
Client: You can see "up"
QHT: What's there when you look up?
Client: A ball.
QHT: Is that outside of the building?
Client: No, it's inside.
QHT: Do you know what hat ball is doing?

Client: No.
QHT: What colour is the ball?
Client: Blue.
QHT: Is it floating?
Client: Mmmhmm (yes), It's like Electric.
QHT: Do you think it powers (Yes) the premises
Client: Yes.
QHT: Is there anyone else in the room with you?
Client: No.
QHT: Do you know how the ball makes electric?
Client: No.
QHT: Does every house have one?
Client: No, just this one, this isn't a house.
QHT: What's the building used for?
Client: I don't know.
QHT: Is there anyone around that you could ask?
Client: No.
QHT: But you feel this is your home planet?
Client: Yes.
QHT: Are you passing on information at all?
Client: I don't know.
QHT: About the planets you've been watching?
Client: That ball's to power the ships.
QHT: The same as the balls in this building?
Client: Yes.
QHT: How is it charged, do you know?
Client: No.
QHT: What else can you see around you in this building?
Client: A desk.
QHT: What's the desk for?
Client: Someone sits there.
QHT: Is there anyone sat at the desk?
Client: No.
QHT: Are there any doors?
Client: Yes.
QHT: Go through the door & tell us what you see on the other side.
Client: A road.

QHT: What travels on the road?
Client: Above the road, they're not on the road they're above the road.
QHT: What are they, machines?
Client: Yes.
QHT: Did someone build them?
Client: Yes.
QHT: Is that how people travel around?
Client: Yes.
QHT: Can you describe one for me?
Client: Like, round but missing the back bit.
QHT: How are they powered?
Client: From this thing, the circle, from the Ball.
QHT: Have they all got individual balls or do they all get powered from this single ball in the building?
Client: Yes.
QHT: Oh, that powers lots of things then does it?
Client: Yes.
QHT: Do the ships have their own balls?
Client: Yes.
QHT: But things on the planet,
Client: Are powered by the one.
QHT: So are there a few of these balls on the Planet powering things?
Client: Yes.
QHT: Is it a big planet or a small planet?
Client: It is..... Hmmm, I can only see a bit of it, I can see another thing, a Ball.
QHT: Do you know if it's bigger than the planets that you've watched?
Client: Smaller.
QHT: Is there anywhere else that you feel like you need to go on this planet?
Client: No.
QHT: Do you know what will happen next, will you have to go on the space-ship again?
Client: Yes.
QHT: With the man?
Client: Yes... I've moved, he's still with the other planet
QHT: And you're on the planet by yourself? What are you supposed to be doing there?
Client: Dunno.
QHT: Are you supposed to be gathering information, relaying information? (silence) Is he coming to
pick you back up?
Client: Oh I can move

QHT: How can you move?
Client: (emphatically) Just jump
QHT: You can go wherever you'd like to go?
Client: Yes.
QHT: Across time & space?
Client: Yes.
QHT: What happens to your body when you do that?
Client: Hmmm, I don't have one, when I do that.
The END
I would like to thank both the QHHT practitioner who conducted this incredible session & the
Amazing Client for this incredible Past Life Regression account and allowing me to share this
very interesting & enlightening info. ~ Chris
QHHT = Quantum Healing Hypnosis Therapist

Earth Alignment
Client: I see a hole in the earth
QHHT: So you’re on the surface of the Earth & you see a hole?…. What sense do you get about what
made the hole?
Client: I think it’s just the Grand Canyon.
QHHT: Oh so you’re at the Grand Canyon? Ok, so you’re looking around at this beautiful place, just

take a look around 360 degrees, we got a lot of red earth out there and plants that Love the heat….
Then lets go back & look at your
feet.
Client: I see different colours…
QHHT: Oh!
Client: Approaching the hole in the Earth,
QHHT: Uh huh?
Client: It’s not like the Grand Canyon that you see today…
QHHT: No?
Client: It’s just an example of like the hole in the Earth.
QHHT: Uh huh? …. And those colours?
Client: Purple, Light Purple.
QHHT: Lots of Purple?
Client: Light!
QHHT: Light Purple.
Client: Turquoise…
QHHT: Beautiful!
Client: And it’s ringing, it’s… Aligning the rim of the
hole, where the hole is..
QHHT: Is it vibrating making a sound?
Client: Yes! …. Like it’s healing it.
QHHT: It’s healing? (Silence) – Very Good. Now let’s take a
look down at your feet and describe those, if you’re wearing shoes.
Client: Sandals
QHHT: You’re wearing sandals?
Client: Red toenails.
QHHT: Red toenails? What colour is your skin?
Client: Blue-ish Green
QHHT: Oh, very good, red toenails blue green skin
Client: (Laughing) Red toenails don’t go with Blue Green
skin!
QHHT: Oh, so what shape are your feet?
Client: They are like yours and ours, they’re like ours
today.
QHHT: Ok, so they’re like ours just a different colour.
Client: Mmm Hmmm.
QHHT: Ok, so lets just move up the body and describe what

you see as you look up the body…
Client: Odd looking shaped legs…
QHHT: Odd shaped legs?
Client: Yes, not like human but not… Not really animal… But
both
QHHT: Sort of both?
Client: Sort of both.
QHHT: Are they hairy?
Client: No hair no.
QHHT: No hair? Ok.
Client: She’s a girl anyway, she’ll shave her legs (laughs)
QHHT: Ok, so is she human?
Client: I’m not thinking so. No.
QHHT: So she might be humanoid?
Client: Humanoid yes (from here on in yes is more like
“Yessss”, said emphatically in a very grand manner)
QHHT: What kind of jewellery & clothing is she wearing
and is she carrying anything?
Client: She’s wearing aaaa… Goodness, some of this stuff is hard to describe! Her cloths are
not made out of animal, they’re not made out of what we use, but they’re made out of something
else (sounds more like elssssse)
QHHT: Are they shiny, are they dull, do they have a pattern?
Client: No, they’re about a pretty as our good clothes are but they’re not made out of that
material, they use a different material.
QHHT: Are they shiny?
Client: Yes
QHHT: What colours?
Client: Brown & white
QHHT: Brown, white and shiny, is she wearing a dress?
Client: She’s wearing shorts, or a short-suit with a covering, like a jacket type thing but it’s not a
jacket, it doesn’t have sleeves… Over-shirt I guess you could say.
QHHT: Ok, what does her head look like?
Client: Big!
QHHT: What larger…
Client: She’s got a big Cranium
QHHT: Ears, eyes, nose & mouth?
Client: Right now she’s turning purple
QHHT: She’s turning purple? Ok.

Client: I think she can shift back & forth.
QHHT: She can change colours?
Client: She can shift forms (Said gracefully & Emphatically, almost with an accent)
QHHT: Oh!
Client: Her form can shift.
QHHT: So she has a big cranium, what do her eyes ears nose & mouth look like? And she’s Green.
Client: Her eyes are large… Almond
QHHT: Almond shaped eyes, large, what colour?
Client: Brown
QHHT: And her nose?
Client: Long!
QHHT: Ok so she has a long nose, mouth?.... Lips?....
Client: (Laughing) Her lips are skinny.
QHHT: Thin lips?
Client: Thin lips!
QHHT: And her teeth?
Client: Her teeth are pretty
QHHT: She has pretty teeth, are they like our teeth?
Client: Yes!
QHHT: Ok, what about her hair?
Client: Brown
QHHT: How long is it?
Client: To her waste.
QHHT: Is it thick hair or thin?
Client: In between & it’s wavy, it’s not curly.
QHHT: And she’s gazing into this place of healing?….. What does she do here?
Client: She’s healing it.
QHHT: She’s helping heal it? With others or just her?
Client: Just her… She’s… Shifting the energy on the Earth
somehow
QHHT: She’s helping shift it?
Client: Yes
QHHT: Very good. What other kinds of shapes does she take?
Client: When she turns purple, she’s like an Angelic, Angelic form, Angel….. But it’s a… She’ll
keep the figure, shape of the human or humanoid but it’ll be a Light, it’ll be a bright Purple Light
but the light is like a fluorescent purple.
QHHT: Ok..

Client: And then it’ll shift into turquoise.
QHHT: Now let’s move forward to an important day, what do
you see?
Client: A UFO
QHHT: A UFO?
Client: She’s waiting for it.
QHHT: She’s waiting for it in the canyon?
Client: Yesss
QHHT: What does the UFO look like?
Client: It’s got yellow rims
Continued...
QHHT: What shape is it?
Client: It’s round; it’s like one of our old technology, one of the older technologies that we
have… It’s one of the oldest.
QHHT: So she’s waiting for the UFO how does she get into the
UFO?
Client: She just teleports.
QHHT: She teleports into it?
Client: Yes.
QHHT: So she’s done her job and her job was to raise the
vibrations & heal that place?
Client: Mmm Hmm (yes)
QHHT: And she’s on the UFO, what’s taking place on the UFO?
Client: And I think that her point of that is stating this won’t happen again, healing the hole in
the Earth.
QHHT: What won’t happen again?
Client: The Comet won’t happen again..
QHHT: The Comet won’t hit the Earth?
Client: Again!
QHHT: Ok, so they’re going to better protect?
Client: By working with our vibrations… We call it here!
QHHT: What do we call here?
Client: Catastrophes on the Earth is a reading of our
vibration
QHHT: So we brought that experience?
Client: So we… The Earth reacts to us, the way we act with
our vibration

QHHT: And we’re healing that so as we don’t have to
experience that anymore?
Client: Yes! (Emphatically)
QHHT: Ok, so what’s so important about seeing the UFO and going into the UFO?…. What’s taking
place on board the UFO?
Client: She’s just observing…
QHHT: Observing?
Client: The Earth.
QHHT: The earth and being watchful & monitoring?
Client: Yess!
QHHT: To make sure that doesn’t happen again?
Client: No! (emphatically) – To see how we act!
QHHT: Oh, to watch us, ok
Client: After the shifting of the vibration
QHHT: To see how that effects us?
Client: Mmm Hmm (yes)
QHHT: Very Good
Client: Not in the way that she doesn’t know, just to be the
observer
QHHT: Ok, so she knows how it’s supposed to effect us & she just wants to watch?
Client: Mmm Hmm (yes)
QHHT: She takes Joy in that?
Client: Mmm Hmm (yes) She takes joy in healing the Earth & changing, helping with the
vibration
QHHT: And helping shift the vibration?
Client: Helping shift the vibration.
QHHT: And watching the fruits of her labour?
Client: Mmm Hmm.
QHHT: Ok
Client: And watching how we react.
QHHT: Ok, so lets move forward to the last day in that life
what do you see?
Client: She’s just still in the UFO
QHHT: So that must have been an important job for her.
Client: Yes
QHHT: So she spent most of her life on the UFO?
Client: There is no certain place she spends her life, she teleports anywhere at will

QHHT: But she chooses to spend her last days on the UFO?
Client: (Laughing) I guess so, you know I havn’t seen one
myself other than one dream I had.
QHHT: Ok, so is she ill or just ready to transition?
Client: She’s just ready to transition.
QHHT: What kid of sense do you get about her life, and the
purpose for that Life?
Client: That she was very consciously aware of her life
QHHT: She was very consciously aware of her life and what
she was supposed to do?
Client, Yes!
The END
Did the civilians help destroy Mars? Are we going the same way? Are we actually paying for the
privilege of destroying our own planet? Are we back to see if the planet survives this time? Are we
repeating the same cycle in a Karmic test? The answers may well be in the questions but maybe this
will help.
THE MARS LEGACY
QHHT: What do you see?
Client: I see one light blue eye
QHHT: You see a light blue eye?
Client: A big blue eye
QHHT: Just one?
Client: Just one!
QHHT: And whom does this eye belong to?
Client: It’s my third eye.
QHHT: So you get a sense that your third eye is being shown
to you?
Client: Yes!
QHHT: And why do you feel like that’s being shown?
Client: Awakening
QHHT: And what other images do you see?
Client: Two… Two red something but they’re not eyes.
QHHT: What do you sense that is important about that?
Client: That they have to open too also
QHHT: And what do they represent?

Client: I’m not sure, maybe passion… Fire… Mars!!! (Mars said very seriously)
QHHT: Mars?
Client: Fire! (normally symbolic of anger or purification)
QHHT: What else can you see?
Client: Red water
QHHT: Red water? Why do you feel like it’s red?… Silence… Is
this Mars related?
Client: Yes!
QHHT: And you’re being shown red water?
Client: Due to chemicals, not blood!
QHHT: Due to chemicals?
Client: Due to chemicals!
QHHT: And what happened that made that occur, was it something that happened to Mars, on Mars’
surface due to chemicals?
Client: No!
QHHT: No?
Client: It happened, the civilians there…
QHHT: They did something to mars?
Client: Yes.
QHHT: What was the problem?
Client: Chemical weapons
QHHT: They were using weapons?
Client: Chemical!…. Atomic!
QHHT: Who were they using the weapons on?
Client: Each other!
QHHT: Did you have a life in this?
Client: I don’t think so.
QHHT: Do you get a sense of why this is being shown to you?
Client: Yes! (finding it hard to breathe, draw your own conclusion)
QHHT: Well lets move forward, what do you see?
Client: It’s not letting me leave Mars for some reason
QHHT: Then can you describe to me what you’re seeing?
Client: The ET’s from Mars
QHHT: Ok, there are ET’s from Mars? But you don’t feel like you have a life on Mars, or did you?
Client: Connected somehow
QHHT: Your connected?
Client: Not necessarily a life but connected somehow.

QHHT: To the ET’s on Mars?
Client: Mmm Hmm (yes)
QHHT: Who were using weapons against each other?
Client: Mmm Hmm
QHHT: What sense do you get?
Client: They’re showing us we don’t have to go down that path.
QHHT: The ET’s or your higher self?
Client: The ET’s
QHHT: Ok…
Client: And see, as I go through this I feel more relaxed
QHHT: Ok good…
Client: The ET’s are the Greys
QHHT: From Mars?
Client: Yes! (Emphatically)
QHHT: Very good.
Client: They’re trying to show us another path
QHHT: Very good.
Client: That we don’t have to go through what they went through, and that they are very Loving
and they do care, but we as humans don’t see it that way, we see it as someone intervening, in
our life… They’re not controlling anything, they’re learning from our emotions and we are a part
of them.
The END
Just doing my Job, consciously asleep – QHHT past Life Regression
>>Future life or past Life?
Although this account seems normal, it is a metaphor about disturbing true Peace. Just having some
peace & quiet can bring both healing and contemplation, we live in a world that makes this very difficult
indeed and trying to find some Peace can be very challenging, if our way of life became more Peaceful,
great intelligence & healing will be able to flood the earth, as it is now, human noise seems to be a
constant subliminal that gives us feedback about the world, people need time to sit and take creation
in, concrete buildings are not so healing and actually drain energy, a very short parable - Enjoy.
QHHT: What do you see?
Client: A propeller
QHHT: A propeller on what?
Client: (Smirks) It was just a big propeller
QHHT: Was it attached to anything?

Client: Now I see a helicopter
QHHT: Where’s the helicopter going?
Client: Nowhere, it’s hovering.
QHHT: It’s hovering over a place?… (Silence) Are you in the helicopter or looking up at it?
Client: I’m looking up at it
QHHT: Ok, what colour is the helicopter?
Client: Grey.
QHHT: Why do you think that helicopter is hovering? (silence) What do you see as you look
around you?
Client: I’m on top of a building.
QHHT: And the helicopter is hovering above you?
Client: Mmm Hmm (yes)
QHHT: Ok, well what do you have on your feet?
Client: I don’t see my feet I only see the edge of the building.
QHHT: You can only see what’s on the edge of the building?
Client: I see what’s below me.
QHHT: What’s below you?
Client: This is a really really high building many many stories up, below me I see trees
QHHT: On the ground there are trees?
Client: Mmm Hmm… Animals
QHHT: Can you look down & tell me what you’re wearing on your feet?
Client: For some reason I’m bare footed again, blue toenails.
QHHT: As you look up the body can you tell me what it looks
like?
Client: Just about similar to mine.
QHHT: Female?
Client: Yes.
QHHT: What sense do you get as to why you’re on top of the building?
Client: The view, the view but… There seems to be disturbances… Like the helicopter.
QHHT: What is that helicopter doing up there?
Client: To interrupt!
QHHT: It’s trying to interrupt your beautiful view?
Client: Yes!
QHHT: And why is it doing that?
Client: Because they’re asleep & don’t realize it.
QHHT: They’re asleep & don’t realize they’re disturbing?
Client: Consciously… Not asleep in bed per-say, consciously asleep.

QHHT: So they don’t realize they’re disturbing anything even though they are.
Client: Right, they think they’re just doing their job.

If you wish to learn how to take someone into a profoundly meaningful and healing past life using one of the
most powerful ways know to man. (albeit a little challenging sometimes) then simply visit
www.QuantumHealingCentre.co.uk
If you would like to book a QHHT or Regression Healing session with Chris please visit the Prices page for a
selection of Session options
– Skype Sessions are now available –

Read 14 free QHHT / RH Client Stories on Chris' web site.
Visit our open Client Stories Facebook Group

Visit our open Regression Healing facebook Group
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